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- From the Highlights list on the Cleveland Health Sciences Library homepage, please click on Clinical Key
  - In the main search bar, type the query spine disorders patient history
  - Click on “The Patient History and Physical Examination” for a chapter from Rothman-Simeone The Spine, Sixth Ed.
  - Images may be “right-clicked” to copy and paste; if single “left-clicked” they should come up in a window that gives an option to “Add to Presentation” if you create a free-of-charge login @ Clinical Key using an email address

- Back at the CHSL homepage, cursor over Electronic Books, go to CHSL’s Electronic Books and then go to AccessMedicine.
  - In the search box near the top left enter neck pain and click Search [leave as “All AccessMedicine”].
  - Choose “Ch.51: Neck Pain” from “The Patient History: An Evidence-Based Approach to Differential Diagnosis, 2e”, and note that sections of this chapter include “Diagnostic Approach (Including Algorithm)”

- From CHSL homepage, go to CWRU PubMed
  - Click MeSH Database under More Resources and search on Radiculopathy
  - From the Radiculopathy heading page check the box for the subheading diagnosis and the box for Restrict to MeSH Major Topic, then click Add to Search Builder and then Search PubMed
  - Under Filter at left, click Show Additional Filters
  - Check the boxes by Journal Categories and Languages, and click Show
  - Click on the Filters Humans and Core Clinical Journals
  - Look for the article by Anekstein (2012, PMID 22806265)